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SPANISH SCHOLAR
TO LECTURE HERE
Visiting Professor at Columbia;
Holder of Gilmour Chair in
Liverpool University.
TO SPEAK ON ROMANTICISM
On Friday ?vening, November 22,
in Alumnae Hall, the distinguished
scholar-author-editor, E. Allison Peers,
of the University of Liverpool, will de-
liver a lecture, under the auspices
the Spanish Department, on the subject
of Spanish Romanticism. Pro
."^Peers, who has held the Gilmour
? of Spanish Literature in the University
of Liverpool since 1920, when he suc-
ceeded the great Hispanist and Cer-
vantes scholar, James Fitzmaurice-
Kelly, is. during the current academit
year, visiting professor of Modern Com-
parative Literature, at Columbia Uni
versity.
As a scholar. Professor Peers holds
a distinguished position in the fit
Spanish literature. He is a recognized
authority on Romanticism in Spain and
its relation to the literatures of other
nations, particularly those of England,
and France which figured so promi-
nently in development and progress of
this great literary movement. His
Origins of French Romanticism, which
appeared in 1920, was followed in 1923
a Critical Study, in 1924.
His extensive, impartial and unbiased
attitude in the study of comparative
literature and religion ranks him like-
wise as an eminent critic in the inter-
pretation of Spanish mysticism. His
Spanish Mysticism and Studies in
Spanish Mystics may be considered out-
standing works in the field. His most
recent work, Spain: A Companion to
Spanish Studies, will be published to-
morrow, November 15.
In 1918 Professor Peers founded the
Modern Humanities Association, an in-
ternational body of researchers in
Modern language and literature, whose
journal is the Modern Language Re-
view, and of which he is secretary.
An honorary member of the Ameri-
can Association of Teachers of Spanish
and a corresponding member of the
Hispanic Society of America, Professor
Peers may well be considered one of the
foremost figures in the field of Com-
parative- Literature.
Tardieu Heads French;
Briand Back In Office
ago, AristioY J'.nund
Great Dramatist Will Give
From Four Plays
Posture and Circulation
Topic of Zoology Lecture
the auspices of the Zoology Depart-
ment on Tuesday. November twen-
ty-sixth, in the Botany Lecture Hall,
on Human Posture from the Stand-
point of Circulation. The lecturer is
Miss Turner of Mount Holyoke Col-
lege. Miss Turner has obtained her
data by testing the circulation of col-
lege students with all grades of posture
who have stood for varying lengths of
time. Her results will be of particular
value to Hygiene students and to those
majoring in biological sciences, but in-
teresting to all because of her pleasant-
ly informal presentation.
Phi Beta Kappa Elections
November elections to Phi Beta
Kappa from the class of 1930 have







so many political upheavals is back
Minister for Foreign Affairs.
When Raymond Poincare, resolute
leader of the conservative, or Right,
groups in the Chamber, fell ill at The
Hague last August, Briand was re-
quested to take the position of Prime
Minister in his place. Politically, the
two are continually in opposition.
Poincare is irreconcilably anti-German,
bent on pursuing a policy of cautior
and harshness toward the wartime
enemy of the French. Briand. on tht
other hand, is France's strongest ad-
vocate of international friendships
Technically, he is on the Left^the So-
cialist and Radical groups; in reality
he has no party feeling, and belongs
to such a minute and unimportant
faction that his hands are never tied
by party loyalties, He has held his
favorite portfolio of Foreign Affairs
under the regimes of Prime Ministers
from almost every section of the
Chamber, and continues to sponsor the
cause of Rnineland evacuation, the
Young Plan, and similar policies. The
cabinet which he took over from Poin-
care" was in reality a coalition cabinet-
having been led by a member of the
Right, it was not easily to be held to-
gether by Briand. Splitting with the
Chamber over a date for general dis-
l of the Young Plan and its at-
tendant questions. Briand begged the
Chamber to give him a vote of con-
fidence so that he might remain in
office until that same Young Plan was
approved. The vote was taken, and it
was discovered that extreme Right and
Continued on Page 2. Col. 2)
COMING EVENTS
Mr. E. H. Sothern, actor, producer,
nd master Shakespearian, will give
Dramatic Readings from his great
plays at 4:30, November 22, in Alumnae
This will be the first of four
ils to be given this season under
auspices of the Department of
Reading and Speaking.
hern has had a long and ac-
r on the stage. His first ap-
was at the age of twenty,
played a small part with his
father in 1879. Subsequently he toured
United States and England as
leading comedian of John McCullogh's
company. He played his first leading
1887, when he took the part of
Jack Hammerton in The Highest Bid-
then he has starred in his
in Shakespearian roles.
Villon in If I Were King, as Lord
Dundreary, in Don Quixote, and in nu-
other plays.
a supreme artist in both com-
edy and tragedy, and has won world-
wide fame. Mr. Sothern gives his
readings without change of costume,
without a company, and without scenic
Great has been the actor's
these recital interpretations.




On Sale at the




tto ma non troppo
Serenade Haydn
Londonderry Air Frank Bridge
Quartette in D. Opus 11 Tschaikowsky
Moderato e semplice
Finale: Allegro giusto
Dr. Kotschng Will Speak
About Foreign Students
On Sunday, Nov. 17, at Severance
Hall at 7:30, Dr. Walter Kotschng,
one of Che Secretaries of the Inter-
national Student Service will speak on
the work of the I. S. S. and especially
of the immediate necessity of students
in India, Africa, China and Central
Europe. It is the purpose of the I. S. S.
help all
;the i
general examination in English
Literature. At this time she will
plain the general purpose of
examination. Students are invited
present problems which they wish
discuss regarding the rationale of





























Mary Louise Fagg. '31
Norma H. Farber, '31
Marjorie Foster, '32






























(Continued on Page 2, Col. 1)
student, because wl
was a young Bulgarian student suffer-
ing from the effects of the war, the
he has devoted much of his time and
interest to the work. Since I. S. S. has
been one of the organizations aided in
past years by the Service Fund, Wel-
lesley students may claim a personal
responsibility for the project. It has
gained especial significance in relation
to International Peace
cause the World's Student
Federation, of which it is pa
the only international student organi-
zation which continued to carry
work and meetings throughout the
World War.
Factory Workers Will Meet
Wellesley Industrial Group
The Student-Industrial Committee
has made its plans for the coming
year and intends to have four meet-
ings with the Brockton girls. The first
of these will be held at Wellesley on
Sunday, November 17. If it is possible
Dr. Alice Hamilton of the Harvard
School of Public Health will come and




For Effort By Awarding
Of Varsity Honors.
HEADS OF SPORTS NAMED
Dr. Kotschng will emphasize the work In spite of a very chilly afternoon.
in these special localities because of the Athletic Association produced its
their extreme need at the present time. semi-annual three-ring circus, dis-
Those students who heard Dr. Kots- guised by the title FIELD DAY, on
chng when he spoke to the freshmen at Saturday, November 9, at 2:00 P.M.
Eliot will only need to be reminded Victory was to the seniors, who won
;hat he is returning again to Welles- the field in hockey, riding, and basket-
ey. For the rest of the college it must ball, to the tune of 105 points. The
be said that Dr. Kotschng's popularity freshmen, successful in volley-ball and
at that meeting was partly owing to his golf, were second, with a score of 75
own fascinating personality and partly points; the juniors presented a modest
to his enthusiasm for the work of the total of 40 points, and the sophomores.
I. S. S. A great deal of this interest is though winners of the tennis doubles
he result of his own experience as a and singles and the putting contest
Brockton workers '
The second meeting
January 18, and undei
leader the group will discuss the meth-
ods by which the workers can initiate
legislation. This meeting will be in
Brockton as will the third, which is to
in March. At that time the Wel-
lesley people will spend the week-end
will hear several shoe manufac-
i speak on their views of labor
legislation and on union ruling as it
effects their factories.
the last meeting in May the
Brockton girls will come to Wellesley
for the week-end, and there will be
in Brockton, showing some of
the Student Industrial group at their
these movies will be explained
by them.
On Sale at Hathaway
1929 DIRECTORIES
trailed ignominiously in the rear with
In addition to the regular program
of finals in the various sports, several
unusual offerings were presented to the
staunch spectators. Dot Woods. '30,
gave an exhibition of trick riding, as-
sisted by dog Cap and horse Flash,
furnishing no few thrills as both she
and Cap rode bareback. Furthermore,
the original stunt, which last year
fizzled out into the limbo of things that
don't come off, this year took the form
class having a span of four horses
(female) bearing their class numerals
and hitched together by ribbons of the
correct color. True to its flair for the
individual, '32 won through the mighty
efforts of Spark Plug. After this event
the audience, maintaining life and
circulation by the consumption of pro-
digious quantities of food, gathered on
the hockey field to hear the awards
Volley-ball
Golf
Hockey Eleanor Hodge, '30
Basketball Emily Gage, '30





















Write Down that Inspiratic
Express that Opinion
!
W. C. T. A. MEETS AT TOWER COURT
The fourteenth annual meeting of
the WeUesley College Teachers' Asso-
ciation was held on Saturday, October
26. at Tower Court. After luncheon in
the small dining-room, the members
adjourned to one of the reading-rooms,
where a short business meeting pre-
ceded the program of the day. Three
new officers were elected: Third Vice-
President. Miss Caroline R. Fletcher;
Treasurer. Miss Eleanor L. Cox; Sec-
retary. Miss Helen P. Smith. During
this meeting the following resolutions
on the death of Miss Mary Grace Cald-
well, Treasurer of the Association since
1927. were read and adopted by a rising
It i privilege i pay i
of the
WeUesley College Teachers' Association.
Mary Grace Caldwell, of the Class of
ley College Alumnae Association, the
Massachusetts Classical Association,
and the teaching profession was hon-
ored by her broad culture and scholarly
"It has been the pleasure of many
of the hundreds of young women she
prepared for college in Latin, during
more than thirty years of service at
Dana Hall School, to continue the
study of the classics, stimulated by the
thorough knowledge of the funda-
mentals of the language gained under
her instruction, and inspired by her
enthusiasm for her life-work.
"We honor her for her devotion to
duty, her maintenance of high stan-
dards of scholarship, her insistence
upon the development of character as
a necessary accompaniment of intel-
lectual growth."
At the Symposium which had been
arranged for the afternoon program,
four members of the Association dis-
cussed educational experiences in va-
rious fields of activity.
Life at an Ecole Normale
Miss Eleanor L. Cox, of the Newton
High School, gave a vivid and enter-
taining account of the year she spent
as an exchange teacher in the Ecole
Normale at Tours. The purpose of
such exchange appointments and the
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
FAVORITE HAUNTS OF FAMOUS
FACULTY-MISS DONNAN'S WALKS
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
extreme Left were for once united, In
denying Briand his plea. President
Doumergue was called back from a
hunting party to do the one important
thing which is intrusted to the Presi-
dent of the Republic—appoint a new
Prime Minister.
Doumergue found himself confronted
with three real possibilities. He could
ask Briand to attempt the selection of
a new cabinet. But Briand had al-
ready, when questioned by newspaper
correspondents, shouted
"Mais non! Mais non!"










































Mary E. Wills, '32
Martha Young, '33
Elizabeth Zumbro. '31
choose Andre Tardieu, called "The
Most American of Frenchmen," whom
Poincare had been grooming for the
office before his collapse. He could
also give the Left another chance.
At this time there was being held
in war-famous and cathedral-famous
Rheims a meeting of the Radical-So-
cialist Party. No group in French
politics has as frequent internal squab-
bles as these; but they were not slow
to seize such an opportunity for power.
Quickly uniting behind their leaders,
they elected Eduoard Daladier, former
school-teacher, and comparatively min-
or figure, their party president. He
was young, ambitious; he had a united
group behind him; Doumergue took the
third possibility and requested him to
diately invited Briand to take the
Foreign Ministership. The veteran ac-
Then Daladier fell, inside the week
Clementel, of the Right, took the helm
and went down with even more speed.
Doumergue appointed Tardieu, the col-
league of Poincare, to the position,
Again Briand was asked to hold his
powers; and a cabinet was put together
which proposed to follow a policy of
conservatism in domestic affairs,
friendliness in external relations. Tar-
dieu's Ministerial Declaration, pub-
lished November 7, emphasizes the in-
tention of the present government to
attend the London Naval Conference
:hi- winter, and also its firm
ires the nation that
iers will be securely
guarded since "only a people strong
calm can successfully work for
." Tardieu has tried to go over
the heads of the parties and establish a
personalities. It was
feared that he would go down before
the solid opposition of the Radicals and
Radical-Socialists, but in his first
clash he came away triumphant; while
at the reading of the Ministerial De-
claration there was practically unan-
imous applause.
OUR CONTEMPORARIES
The first Institute of Comparative
Law in the United States will be
founded at Harvard this fall to afford
the students in the newly enlarged
Harvard Law School a concrete basis
of ideas from the law of other coun-
forms of the future.
This carries out the idea expressed
titled The Harvard Law School; Its
History, Its Development, Its Needs. In
this pamphlet it was said, "There are
many signs that our law is on the eve
of a period of creative activity analo-
gous to the two classical creative eras
in our legal history—the 17th century;
and the time just after the American
Revolution."
The new Institute is to be under the
leadership of Professor Josef Redlich,
Minister of Finance under the Imperial
A ustro-Hungarian Government, one-
time Professor of Public Law at the
University of Vienna, and now Fair-
child Professor of Comparative Public
Law at the Harvard Law School.
The Radcliffe Daily.
in the air,
slightly on the wane. But :
(he uniniit.iH'ri that walking
arm at this time of the year.
• acquainted with as many
is as is Miss Donnan of the
Department, you will find an
added joy in seeing the country on
Miss Donnan has a predeliction for
estates. Some of her most favored
haunts are paths running through the
large tracts of property that border
Undoubtedly Miss Donnan must have a
way with watch dogs or with their
masters. At least, we have never heard
of any casualties. The Hunnewell es-
tate, which one reaches by following
the aqueduct from Pond Road, has a
path through it which, if rightly
traced, will eventually bring the walker
to Natick. Or again, if Miss Donnan
feels :






For walks that really bring one out
into the wide world and away from the
college atmosphere, there is Newton
Upper Falls and Echo Bridge, which is
reached by way of Grove Street and the
aqueduct. Or one may take a street
car from WeUesley to Newton Lower
Falls and walk from there along the
river to Norumbega Park and the
Perhaps it would be dangerous to ad-
vise the erring student to wander so
far afield on directions so scanty. Here
in New England where the paths are so
winding, the unsuspecting soul may
easily discover that she is strolling
through the wrong estate. But as for
Miss Donnan herself, learned as she is
sse matters, the chance of taking
the wren;-' turn i^ an added incentive to
CAPONSACCHI READING TO BE
GIVEN BY EDWARD G. THOMPSON
Mr. Edward Abner Thompson, well
town to WeUesley audiences, will read
Caponsacchni, the dramatic version of
Browning's The King and the Book, at
30, November 25. in Billings Hall, un-
?r the auspices of the Department of
Reading and Speaking. The public is
cordially invited.
Those who have heard Mr. Thompson
l Disraeli and in Cyrano de Bergerac
now the truth with which he inter-
rets great literature. His definite
years devoted to continuous study of
the essences of which drama is com-
posed. His dialogue flows with the
naturalness distinctive of clear think-
ing, and his voice is unusually resonant
and capable of expressing the slightest
shading of character.
It is hoped that as many as possible
will avail themselves of the opportunity
to hear Mr. Thompson again.
BYRD MEMBER OF N1NETEEN-THIRTY
of the college. This year';
parting from the usual choi(
known literary or artistic
decided to elect an explorer and man
of science, Commander Byrd. They
were able to get in touch with him at
the South Pole, through Mr. Milne,
father of Celia Milne, nineteen-thirty,
close friend of Byrd's and donor of
funds to the expedition.
On Friday evening, November 8. the
Bird Club held its first meeting at the
home of Dr. Wellman. The manage-
ment of the bird feeding stations which
discussed, also the problem of attract-
ing the birds to dormitories and build-
ings where they can be fed. On Sat-
urday, November 30. the first outdoor
WeUesley Shop
50 CENTRAL STREET
We're "all ofa dither" about them^!
Dresses in the NEW SILHOUETTE
mton crepe, silk tweed,
and covert cloth
n dahlia, green, Napoleon
blue, rust, brown and black
10
t^it this price, another group:
Ensembles of covert cloth with crepe
blouses
Straight line dresses and those with a dis-
creetly modified silhouette for those
who prefer them.
Misses' sizes 14 to 20 Women's sizes 36 to 44
The WeUesley Thrift Shop
34 CHURCH STREET
Profit, for tl„ aid of itudcnt, <u WMlsly
Used articles or all kinds, also
New Dresses $6.75 to $18.50
Persian, Turkish and Indian Prints
If you are interested in
Qlljristmas
piotocnraiihs
ake your appointments no\
Studio of F. E. SLINGERLAND
Tel. Well. 1975





THERE'S a pleasant thrill in the first moments of awakening in
a cheerful bedroom of the Carolina Hotel, Pinehurst, N. C.
Friendly sunlight streams through open windows. Shadows of
fragrant long-leafed pines just outside dance like gay imps on
the walls. You have a whole day pocked with pleasure to an-
ticipate. Delicious meals... 5 famous Donald J. Ross golf courses
(with new grass tees). ..riding. ..tennis. ..polo. ..archery...avia-
tion and other outdoor sports— all in a climate that makes you
tingle with health. Or you may wish to join the brilliant throng at
the Pinehurst Country Club. In the evening there is bridge, danc-




Of great interest in the past week
have been the municipal elections in
the big cities all over the country, es-
pecially in those in New York City,
which witnessed a sweeping victory for
Tammany in the re-election of Mayor
Jimmie Walker, La Guardia. the Re-
publican nominee, coming in for a weak
second, while Norman Thomas, the So-
cialist candidate, was a surprisingly
strong third. Far-reaching results were
seen by politicians in this Democratic
victory, chief among which was the en-
couragement to the Socialists not only
because of the large vote for their can-
didate, Norman Thomas, registered in
part as a protest, but because of the
great increase in the vote for other So-
cialist candidates compared with the
Socialist vote in the city in recent years.
Also there was a general belief among
that
:
s Republican party in
to elect a Republican candidate for gov-
ernor in the state election of next year
will be slight. Friends of President
Hoover in Washington were reported to
be concerned over the 497.165 plurality
for Mayor Walker in the belief that the
strength shown by Tammany not only
endangered Republican success next
year, but might also put the State in
jeopardy at the next Presidential elec-
tion in 1932.
of National import in the past week has
also had its center in New York City.
The stock market crisis in Wall Street
has been—at least for peace time—rec-
ord-breaking in magnitude and in
widespread losses. This October catas-
trophe on Wall Street was purely a
speculative stock-market panic, all au-
thorities agree. The downward moves
in other markets were repercussions of
the crash in stock values in New York.
One writer frankly terms it "a gam-
bler's and not an investor's panic." By
now the tone of most market letters
going out from Wall Street has become
cheerful as to the immediate future, on
the grounds that many sore situations
have now been cleared up, that there
is little more distressed selling to be ac-
complished, and that a demonstration
of support has been given the market
which should prove of benefit in calm-
ing fears. A large volume of invest-
ment and semi-investment buying is
now anticipated. It is likely to prove
slow of development and probably will
it will have the solid advantage oi tak-
ing stocks out of the market, particu-
larly of the best class of issues.
Washington continues in a state of
excitement over the tariff bill, over pro-
hibition investigations, and over the
verdict against Albert B. Fall, Secretary
of the Interior in President Harding's
cabinet. Public opinion seems univer-
found Mr. Fall guilty of receiving and
accepting a bribe of S100.000 from Ed-
ward L. Doheny did its duty and up-
held the dignity of the law. Mr. Fall
An event of note in the lighter-than
air craft world took place last Thurs^
day when a rivet driven by Rear Ad-
miral Moflett marked the formal open-
ing of construction work on what will
be soon the largest dirigible in
world. The ZRS-4 is the new s
name; she is the sister ship of the Los
Angeles. The construction work is being
carried on by the Goodyear Rubber Co.
under the direction of the Navy at the
Goodyear plant at Akron, Ohio.
ON CAMPUS
On Thursday afternoon, November
7, a tea was held for the transfer stu-
dents in Severance to make them bet-
ter acquainted with the members of
their own class. Mrs. Ewing, Miss Mary
Frazer Smith, Betty Granger, and June
Kennedy 'received the girls between
four and five-thirty. More than a hun-
dred and fifty people were present,
about forty of whom were transfers.
Elizabeth Patterson and Ruth Wasby
played the piano for "cut-in" dancing.
What with a great deal of honking,
shrieking of whistles, blaring of im-
pressive, if rather miniature, band, and
a general and impartial conglomeration
of other noises, paraders on Thursday
announced the Swimming Pool Carni-
val to all members of Wellesley's town
and college. Beginning at the Quad,
winding around the gym, and contin-
uing through campus, down Washing-
ton, across Church, and up Abbot and
Waban Streets, husky athletes carried
their advertisements for the Carnival.
girls pictured all the forms
offered on Saturday
—
while other marched behind baby car-
riages and explanatory signs. "Swim-
ming Helps Growth." announced two
who pushed the tiniest of dolls and car-
riages, while others offered more allur-
ing inducements for supporting the
swimming pool, such as the extreme al-
ic pleasure of aiding one's grand-
daughter to "crawl" through college, to
metamorphose in
r=]
claimed as special friend
by several of Wellesley's more ambi-
social lights, enjoyed an unusually
audience on Thursday afternoon.
Evidently thinking that thi
witness the
With a grand flourish members of
'32 and '33 and the strong-willed mem-
bers of '30 and '31 have broken train-
ing. Crew celebrated its release on
Thursday afternoon, while Saturday
intermittent celebrations as each
i was finished. Cigarettes, coffee.
and candy have regained their positions
of importance in Wellesley, and the
midnight oil burns again.
The village is i
fondest dreams of
and speculators. As each shop in the
building below the Inn opens its portals
to the public, the "oldest inhabitants"
gasp with amazement. Wellesley is be-
coming Boston's rival as the shopping
center for the surrounding country, and
college inhabitants are becoming in-
creasingly worried about the always
Thayer McNeil offer
competition for I. Miller, but Slattery's
is the main attraction. Modernistic and
alluring, it draws the crowd to its of-
more elegant. An impressive mono-
gram strikes one's notice at first, before
the gaze wanders to the large center
counter for jewelry display. Delicately
shades of tan and lit by the soft rays of
form the salon's beauty. An additional
room in the back, as well as a millinery
section upstairs, add to the elegance of
He for-
Winter is upon us. Numerous com-
plaints about the drizzle and warmth
last week were effective in producing
radical changes. That the new season
is well under way is evidenced by the
present siege of husky voices and colds,
quizzes and swollen glands.
"ELLEN FITZ THE THIRD"
Doctor Ruth Hume, Wellesley's mis-
sionary, wrote an appreciative letter to
the college from Ahmudnagar. India.
where she is the head of a hospital.
Last year we sent money for a new car,
and thanking us. she explained that
"Ellen Fitz the Second" had reached
meant much in the hospital work.
irly in September, "Ellen Fitz the
Third" took a group of missionaries to
Walung. They went straight to the
"Chowdi," the town hall and club ex-
clusively used by the caste people.
Here the "Patil." or head man. warmly
welcomed Dr. Hume and allowed her
to spread out her medicines on the dirt
floor. In three hours she and her as-
its had treated one hundred and
thirty-eight patients, most of whom
ed from eye and skin diseases, or
malaria.
After treating over one hundred at
Marayan Doha, they ended a busy day
by going to a woman whom they sup-
posed to be very sick. On asking to see
l bullock, suffering from maggots
id out to Dr. Hume. She treated
but firmly declined to help the
medical
they :
vitality "Even when you tio-in
i somewhat encouraged and have
hope of their living, and the night
mrse reports them as being all right
nd taking their milk, before you know
t they suddenly die. . . . Yet not for
he world would I cease to try my best
for any baby. So we thank you for
helping us to help them."
(Continued from Page 2, Col. l)
i student life Miss
enlightening manner. Independence
spirit and thoroughness of scholar-
p, with a corresponding lack of em-
phasis on extensive athletic equip-
and luxurious buildings are char-
acteristic aspects of French education
lich are conducive to thought of con-
tions existing here in America.
Junior Year in France
Miss Dorothy Dennis. Assistant Pro-
fessor of French at Wellesley, explained
the "Delaware System." by which, dur-
he past seven years, third-year
students from certain colleges and uni-
ies have been able to spend their
Junior year in France. Under the
supervision of the organization, ar-
rangements are made for these stu-
dents to live with French families and
to take courses, first at Nancy and
then in Paris. Thus these students ac-
quire not only intensive training in
tremely desirable broadening of their
horizons from their contact with
French people, methods, and points of
Duties of a Dean of Girls
she presented the problems which
face the Dean of Girls as she goes
about her work each day. Not what
such a person would like to do, nor
what she is supposed to do. but wfiat
she really does, was the subject of
Miss Talcott's talk. Though the amount
of work and responsibility varies in
different schools, the duties of dean-
ship are. in each case, of academic, so-
cial, and executive nature, and pro-
mote in both pupils and teachers the
spirit of school co-operation.
Miss Florence Bigelow. Principal of
the Walnut Hill School, described
some of her impressions of the work-
ings of that august body, the College
Entrance Examination Board. Of par-
the Apt it
Tests, and the statistics, cited from
C. E. E. B. reports, which testified to
the scope of the work accomplished
E. T. Slattery Co.'
THE SUNDAY NIGHT FROCK
FOR THE LEISURE HOURS
OF GAY YOUNG THINGS
You'll find more uses for a frock like this than you
can count on ten pretty fingers! It's the type smart
young things are wearing for those many "not quite
formal" occasions. With its short puffed sleeves, its little
belt accenting a slim waistline, and its graceful draperies,










as early as convenient.
I he clock 5 won't drag a
weary round when you come to
class pepped up with a Shredded
Wheat breakfast. Lazy hours
follow meals too heavy. There's








METHOD IN OUR INTERESTS
Real interest in current affairs of
world importance has at last pene-
trated to a goodly number of Wellesley
undergraduates. We are heartily glad,
and would say nothing to damp the
ardor of the Monday and Tuesday
beneficial than the pres<
ones. Without spending
creased amount of time
affairs of A. D. 1929, the
dent might get much
from the time she now
for this pursuit.
Weekly reviews of curr







quaintance with the leading articles in
the daily papers. The spoken review
does not take the place of more de-
tailed and leisurely reading. The re-
dinarily well informed must hastily
cover the events of the week, and leave
no time for discussion of ideas aroused
by them. The reviewer who is an
authority on some branch of his sub-
ject cannot give valuable personal ex-
pression because bound by the realiza-
tion that his audience does not know
the elementary facts about which he
might expound.
If it could, then, be assumed that all
who are now sufficiently
were also sufficiently
a half hour every day to read
front page of a reputable
and perhaps the editorials in some
weekly journal of opinion, such as the
Nation or the New Republic the ses-
sions could be of much greater worth.
There would be opportunity for intelli-
gent d.iscussion, information being tak-
en for granted, on the part of the
pYirely student gatherings. The par-
ticularly well informed reviewer could
give valuable information not to be
found in the newspapers, such as his-
torical background and explanation of
the week's events—if, and only if, he
could assume that his audience had




-expression save one's own
dividuality. As a result, the
that springs out of the undergraduate
it seems that the literary re-
iould be a measure of the ere-
fe in college. In periods where
i little or no support for such a
This year, the Wellesley Literary Re-
view challenges the spirit of the college.
The board of editors are keenly in-
terested in providing a proper medium
of expression for the creative tempera-
ment. They have added an art board
to the editorial board in order to attract
artistic as well as literary talent. The
evidence of this new interest is seen
in the colored cover, the new size and
shape, the inner headings.
They have decided to come out five
times a year instead of the previous
four. A column of personal comment
on books. The Spinal CoThmn, should
catch the eye of would be critics. From
the first issue, it is easy to see that the
editors are dynamic. Consequently, the
of the publication lies in the hands
he college. No magazine can exist
without contributors. So the future of
the Review is actually a measure of the
creative life of the college. Ar
sunk in lassitude, or are we vital
i any spare time, an even
We were told that thi
be jleft on the instructor':
i might come in and get
them on the day for '
wa.-. announced. We n
suLir'd us before the ne>
ment. The only tie w:
Ight take
, any time that
t class appoint-
s that we take
the ordinary test condi-
tions, that is spend just about the
amount of time on them allowed dur-
ing an hour quizz. There was no men-
tion of honor, no mention of trust.
way, college suddenly seems more than
a kindergarten. One appreciates the
treatment. Could more of our in-
structors give us the benefit of the
doubt? Is an honor system Impos-
sible? To at least one member of the
college community, it does not seem so.
Might one hope that this is a sign of




Although the innovation of a Welles-
;y Chorus has caused comparatively
ttle stir except within music groups,
e feel that it deserves some favorable
from the college at large,
have praise merely for
since nothing exactly
milar has been developed here before.
Its real purpose is an admirable one,
. :
.:..-..'
is it hopes to accomplish by making
requirements less difficult than those
he regular choir. Its appeal is made
to the girl who likes to sing but who has
3ir. The chorus gives this girl a
good opportunity not only to enjoy her-
self singing with other people but in




training school for the choh
serve force of substitutes.
This theory of the choir i:
.e belief that everyone sh
ie chance to join and 1
talent is to be developed no
i theory which might \
other extra curricular
of spirit among the
Free Press Column
All contributions
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
wUl be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A. M. on
JUSTICE OR CHARITY
To the Wellesley College News:
By the shades of all who have en-
deavored to criticize the works of their
fellow men, from the time of Aristotle
to the present editors of the News, why
Barnswallows? Would it be too much
what he or she really think abou
formals. I was bored, Saturday ]
bored in spite of the fact that ]
myself this, this was my alma mater
putting on a dramatic performance and
allowance must be made for amateurs,
criticism which appeared in the
NEWS picked on the few good points,
agree with the writer that they
good, but must all those terrible
inadequacies of acting, of real attempt
at interpretation be glossed over? We
appreciate that it is the kindly thing
to do, that feelings can be hurt too
readily, but please, please, let's not
throw poudre aux yeux so childishly.
1930.
realize that it would not compensate tur
the agonies they might go through in
tumbling. But why not give them some
exercise instead of none? Why not or-
ganize a clogging class for beginners?
There are also many who have taken
clogging and tumbling, and have been
unable to go any further in it because
there is no advanced class. It certainly
shouldn't be difficult to give them some
advanced work in clogging, and I am
sure there would be a large attendance.
Two years ago an evening class in folk
dancing was attempted. It failed prob-
ably because of insufficient advertise-
ment and because of the time at which
it was given. Nevertheless this would
the : of i
PREVIOUS TO THE POOL—
An authority on Physical Education
as said that activities in girls' colleges
re seldom made sufficiently attractive
draw any number of participants.
Howl j of t
of upper two
im speaking. Although
joy Dr. Skarstrom's gym
tremendously,
-there are many more
ho are not gymnastically inclined, and
o not join the class. Last year both
pper classes almost had to drop out of
ie competition because they couldn't
regularly
cause the girls got bored walking
around the lake. This I should think
could be reorganized, with games such
as speed ball, and paper chases to be
used when there isn't skating or ski-
ing. Also in the fall of 1926 one of the
electives was called informal games,
which included such games as captain
ball, various indoor games, and a little
basketball. It was very popular when
the freshmen signed up. and then an
announcement was made that the
course wouldn't be given. Surely some-
thing on this order could be revived for
ie upper classes, and it ought to enjoy
ie same popularity with them now
Certainly a hygiene department v
the reputation enjoyed by ours ough
ile to provide the above for the
upper classes. If the rooms are all in
all afternoon, morning or evening
classes might be arranged. Many sen-
iors would prefer mornings to late af-
ternoon in any case. It is a problem
which should be faced, and one in
which the Athletic Association should
co-operate. The Outing Club might do
a great deal, but experienced leaders
will probably be necessary to make it a
the more it will develop the true sense
of play, and the more it will fulfil the
needs of the upperclassmen. Classes
if the student
up more than this. Now is the time
do something, and although we
concentrating our efforts on provid
a place in which to swim, while w<
waiting for the swimming pool, let's :
POEMS IN PRAISE OF
PRACTICALLY NOTHING—
AT WELLESLEY
(And we do apologize, Mr. Hoffenstefn)
A Garden of Verses for the Little
Ones, Including Seniors and Gradu-
ates, and their Teachers and House-
mothers also.
BLESSINGS
Wellesley gave us the rainy sky above
And I'll forgive her that,
She made me lose out with LOVE
And I'll forgive her that.







order to plav f
•o the Wellesley College News:
Last week a quizz
ne of my classes. That was not un-
walking—and will not care to join
r of these courses. There is volun-
tary basketball one evening a week, but
/as managed so in-
t people didn't feel
i whole evening in
n minutes, and it is
> place to begin basketball if you
went played the game before.
Previously the attitude has been that
if the upperclassmen want exercise in
they will attend the activities
and since they haven't turned
ant it. But last year a group of
iest and not very athletic seniors
obtaining it through the few
is offered them. They all joined
mers' dancing class, and in the
•spring formed a voluntary tennis group
under the guidance of Miss Beall. There
are many in the classes of '30 and '31
who would show the same interest and
zeal if they were given the opportunity
of doing something. To begin with.
of students
by their presence a
lg talks, but it is
pleasant thing to hear the students
coming into Billings HalL late. The
floor creaks, the doors swing, and the
seats groan aloud when they are sat
upon. How annoying and irritating to
the listeners who got up five minutes
earlier and got there on time, for not
only does it distract their minds, but
also obstructs the clarity of then-
hearing. But above all, how rudely
discourteous to the speaker who has
prepared a lecture for an audience and
finds himself giving
I take pleasure in ...
Wellesley College that the M
morning current events talks whi.
given solely for their benefit,
mostly for those girls who are to
Songs about college and brighter
things yet, dealing with Es and Ps and
silent Rs, including a dredge of Lake
Waban and the drudge of the laundry,
truly unfortunate undertak-
The shining hour it seems to me
Is dulled by library and class,
Which don't for all that I can see
Help one mid-years to pass.
Ill
Nothing from a straight line swerves
sharply as an Ec graph's curves,
d having swerved, no might or main
Can fix Supply-Demand again!
TV
In New York, than a flock on Waban.
thought he would
write a poem. He was a
little bit vague as to just
how to go about it but he was
sure that he could do it if h<
could only find a suitable sub
paper, begin at a
Past eight, and not at sixteen
en twenty minutes
u seem to think,
f courtesy, if for
disturb your beauty
arlier and get there
E. J. R. t 1931.
PHI BETA KAPPA 1
Marjorie Glicksman has been an-
nounced winner of the Sophomore PhiBeta Kappa Prize.
The Literary Review wishes to an-
™» ^unce that the poem. Daughters of
theyk&V" r6Cent isSUe ' *W»*2j
|
to Natalie Burggraf, is anonymous
med itatively and
t hought an d
thought but
the only sub
jects that he could think of
were things that other peo






In college 'tis good to be smart-
Well, what of it?
Moses received the ten "NAY S"—
For Boston joys one pays and pays-
What about it?









MAJESTIC—A Hundred Years Old
SHUBERT—Carry On. Last week.




A HUNDRED YEARS OLD
at the Majestic Theatre.
Translated from the Spanish of Serafin
and Joaquin Quintero by the GranviUe-
ingly skillful Circassian dance rendered
appropriate costume by Guzine Iz-
i. Her quickness and agility were so
rarkable that the full stage seemed
hardly large enough to contain her en-
While the vaudeville was going on in
e auditorium many events were tak-
ing place in other parts of Alumnae.
The dances were crowded; the whole
supply of cider, coffee, doughnuts and
for
hundredth birthday party every one of
his astounding horde of relations, quite
regardless of their respective wealth,
virtue or social position. Naturally,
slight complications ensue. The rest of
his schemes concern a prospective
great-great-grandchild and to this end
he encourages a love affair between a
favorite great-granddaughter and
grandson.
vailing flavor of the piece. Again and
again the speeches of Papa Juan and
his great-granddaughter, Currita, ap-
proach the ridiculously sentimental,
and are saved only by an adroitly in-
terposed laugh. The artistic tact of the
trast between a gently mellow tender-
ness and vigorous comedy. Mr. Lock-
ridge in the New York Sun says, "In
the centre of sentimentality there is
• always a core of something real. In
the spectacle of a gentle man growing
old quietly, gaining tolerance with age,
laughing still and still looking forward
into the future, there is a very real
beauty."
Mr. Skinner presents the Andalusian
subtlety. Bringing to the part the
glamour of an older day. a faint swag-
ger, there is yet a fine strength and
knowledge in his acting. He is ably
supported by Mary Arbenz as Currita.
Hardie Albright as Trino, the grandson,
Katherine Grey, Fred Tilden and Mary
Howard as other relatives. Octavia
Kenmore caricatures the operatic, dis-
agreeable Dona Filomena with an
rected by Jane Ada
ous Census of the Senses, in
which customers discovered strange
Shuman, '30, took charge of T. Z.
booth, which had for its business
drawing and inking of profile sil-
!ttes. Shakespeare Society revealed
The Awful Truth to all fearless people
led to know it; Joan Piersen,
head photographer controlling
Phi Sigma conducted,
direction of Henrietta Bran-






Wellesley demonstrated its swim
tool spirit when the college appeared
[i masse at the A. A. Carnival in P.
were numerous, and the seven boot
well as the movies were crowded
throughout the evening. A. A.'s
profit was $1395.
The program of vaudeville, which
presented twice during the evening.
with enthusiastic applause. The
formance opened with selections by
Wellesley Terriers, a six-piece orchestra
of jazz experts chosen from the cla
'32, and assisted by a pair of song
dance specialists who accompanied
"Walking with Susie." Eleanor Wein
stein. '33, next executed a toe dance ir
a skillful and attractive manner. Th<
high point of the program, from the
point of humor, was the pantomime,
given by six seniors, which represented
an audience at a track meet. Th
of spectators turned with a wav
track; they bobbed up regularly i
hurdles; in the pole vault they soared
with the soaring athletes and suddt
accompanied them to the ground;
circular motion of the hammer thro
was admirably reflected; and the ]
i"o ;;;: ance culminated in the mile :
cripple to hiswhich brought
tion. Thelma Yen, charmingly dressed
in her Chinese ccstume, played two
tinkling melodies on her moon guitar.
The farcical element then returned to
PH'-nmh
:-i'.n • well attended.
by Margaret Brown, '30. Z. A., in The
Finger of Pate, directed by Ruth KH-
"30, revealed the future through
palmistry, cards, and the reading of
handwriting. A. K. X., in accordance
its special interest, presented to
mers the original Delphic Oracle,
who answered any questions concern-
uture events; Dorothy Richard, '30,
the Oracle's manager.
FACULTY RECITAL
Friday evening Mr. Jacques Hoffman
and Mr. Clarence G. Hamilton of the
Music Department gave a most inter-
esting violin and piano recital. The
opening number on the programme
was the Bach Sonata in C minor for
violin and piano. The precise tech-
nique and sympathetic interpretation
which the Bach requires
evident.
was the Prelude in E 1
most artistically. The Faure Nocturne
in A flat was the second number i
group. Its more modern, free style
made a pleasing contrast with
objective and picturesque Prelude. The
Polonaise Americaine of J. A. Carpenter
was the virile closing selection,
audience chuckled at The Giddy Girl
Mr. Hoffman in his violin group
played virtuosity coupled with a depth
of tone in the Hubay Adagio. "]
Sarasate dances in their marl
rhythms and intricate double stop p
sages were especially suited to his ft
ible technique. The lyric Orientale
Rimsky-Korsakov was quite a soothing
The Cesar Franck Sonata in A 7
a great favorite with Wellesley
ences was the finale of the programme.
This sonata is an endless source oi
beauty and certainly one of the great-
est contributions to chamber music thai
has ever been written. The interpre-
tation of the sonata seemed unusually
sincere and poetic. The phrases of the
lyric Allegretto were constantly being
freshly interpreted by both performers
so that one felt a wealth of individu-
ality in each recurrence of the themes
The brilliant second movement with it:
crescendos balanced by lovely sus>
tained passages gave the same impres-
sion of wealth and variety of phasing.
The last movement in its perfect canon
and moving rhythm was a remarkable
climax to the growing intensity of the
preceding Recitativo Pantasia.
The entire programme was one of
unusual musical interest and most ad-






After an enforced ab-
sence—through rebuild-
ing — we have come
back and hope all is
forgiven.
We have a new store
and new goods in which
Good Taste, skilled
workmanship and dura-
bility strive for mastery.
Everything we make is
up to the
—value and excellence
are retained — just as
true friendship lasts
through time and re-
mains unimpaired.




Shop Club met on Thursday the
seventh at Horton Miss Louise Over-
acker of the Government Department.
rces of the funds raised by the
Republican and Democratic Parties for
Election Campaigns. Miss Ovcracker
showed most conclusively that individ-
ual contributions are becoming negli-
gible and that the funds, are being pro-
vided by large organizations, which im-
plies that Big Business, by supplying
elect.*: ally running politics
The Cosmopolitan Club had a meet-
ing on Friday, the eighth, at Agora. It
was the first of a series of meetings
at which Youth Movements of Ger-
many. Italy. China and other countries
are to be topics, and, as a beginning,
the reasons for the lack of any concerted
movement on the part of American




Phi Sigma. Dr. Donini,
of the University of Rome, who is now
at Harvard spoke on the Modern Italian
Woman. After the talk, Marion Knob-
lauch played the piano. The plans for
the year were discussed. Before
Christmas the Circle is to give a
Miracle Play of the Nativity. Later on
in the year another play will be given





, rues.. Wed., Nov. 18, 19, 20
'The Four Feathers"
Evening Slippers . .
.
that reflect the classic
grace ofthe new mode
classic in their slenderness
liness . . . operas and open
shank sandals in tintable
silkray or moire that maybe
bles or highlight the en-
semble in black—a truly
interesting group of them all
moderately priced.
$12.50 and $14.50






To introduce Thayer McNeil footwear
to Wellesley girls we are offering two
unusual specials. The first is a high
grade evening slipper in silver or gold
multi-coloured brocade, also in blonde
crepe, which we are marking to $8.
This is an opera pump with a high
heel and is worth many times its selling
price. The second is one of our most
popular Fall numbers which we are
reducing from $18 to $12.50 a pair—
a saving of $5.50. We picture this shoe
below. You may choose from blue kid,
black suede, brown suede, and black
or brown moire, with contrasting trim.
THAYER
McNEIL
WASKINCTO.M STREET, WELLESLEY SQUARE
And don't forget there are but
fifteen days left to enter our ad-
vertising contest. Directions
were printed intheN««onOcto-
ber 31st and November 7th. Or
inquire at our Wellesley Shop.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
the 3
the general plan for the year was out-
lined. The members of the Committee
for 1929-30 are as follows: Marion
Burr '30, Mavis Lyman '30, Faustena
Roberts '30, Ellen Trull '31. Jean March
31 Miriam K. Stokes '31, Henrietta
Ahrens '32. Jean Bullinger '32, Silence
Wilson '32, Margaret Broomell '33,
Grace Merritt '33. Mary E. Newcomb '33.
The work for the year presents some
innovations. Instead of a series of dis-
cussions or lectures alone, the plan in-
dues several field trips for the purpose
of giving vocational information by the
observation of the activities themselves.
Visits are planned to a hospital, a pub-
lishing house, a session of the Legisla-
ture, a children's museum, and possibly
to other organizations. The discussions
I take t
sidered and an opportunity for ques-
tions be given. In this way music, art,
library work, secretarial work, selling,
advertising, nursing and many other
occupations will be taken up very
formally and as an approach to further
There will be a few lectures, and for
these it is hoped speakers of note will
be obtained. The plans for the year
will be given in detail later, and for
each meeting notices will be posted.
The Committee on
Vocational Information.
The Eastern College Personnel Offi-
cers met at Pembroke College in Brown
University, Friday and Saturday, No-
vember 8 and 9. Miss Sprague and
Miss Sturgis represented the Wellesley
Personnel Bureau. Among the inter-
esting features of these conferences are
round-table discussions of subjects in-
teresting to personnel workers.
Details concerning positions men-
tioned in this column will be forwarded
by the Appointment Secretary of the
Personnel Bureau in response to in-
quiry. The prefixed number should
always be given.
105. School secretary. Private school
in Connecticut.
106. Social work. County secretary
with a Children's Aid Society in Penn-
sylvania. Experience in child placing
work required. Salary $2400.
"Are the legs of Vassar and Wellesley
ladies longer or shorter than those of
Smith College students? Is physical
exercise more prevalent at Vassar and
Wellesley than Smith, and if so
ihi'M youim ladies than their rivals
, Smith?
"There are something over 500 institu-





The following excerpt from Time re-
veals the amazing progress of anthro-
pology in women's colleges.
•'Smith v. Wellesley v. Vassar in An-
thropology!
"I know your editorial staff is very
busy, but has your attention been called
HirnjH>loi;>i '
September 1929 number of
n Journal of Physical An-
Here, in a paper of 77
the physical
measurements of 100 or
ladies of Smith College. I don't sup-
pose that so heavy a journal finds its
way to your editorial table. I don't
feel competent to write a paragraph
for Time, but if you will permit me I
shall be very glad indeed to mail you
the journal, and one of your editors
might handle this interesting subject.
It is intimated that later the girls of
Vassar, Wellesley, etc., are to be





girls, solemnly announce that the
calves are "considerably larger than
those of Jamaican women!" This is
due, they claim, to athletic exercises.
Remarkable scientific discovery!
"Are Smith heads intellectually above
Vassar? How about Bryn Mawr and
Radcliffe?
"Andover, Mass."




Golf Agnes Marion, '30




Tennis Singles Janet Smith, '32
Tennis Doubles ..Janet Smith, '32
(3y default) . . . .Molly Smith '32
Vinner of Putting Contest
Heads of Sports for 1930-31:
Hockey Esther Smith, '31
Basketball ...Margaret Bouton, '31
Volley-ball ....Elizabeth Barth, '32
Riding ...Wilhelmina









































open for students' guests
Week-end Parties
MISS HANLON, Hostess
Call Wellesley 0-1-19 R
UNCH, 50c and 75c. DINNER, 50c, 75c and SI




tive rooms for permanent
11 Waban Street






































A Professional School for College
Graduates
The Academic Year for 1930-31
opens Monday, Sept. 29, 1930
Henry Atherton Frost— Director






for the evening gown.
Satin front and back
Elastic Stepin Corsets
that give a flat back and a
tapered waist line.
Beautiful Lingerie and Hosiery
r=i
Ivy Corset Shop
8 Church Street Weile.ley
A VARIED DIET-
vegetables. You can buy
the kind you like best here
at prices that are always
reasonable. Our wide vari-
ety gives you an almost end-
less choice. Shipments are
received by us daily so that




SEND FOR BOOKLET "CULTURISTE
CREATIONS" GIVING COMPLETE
CARE OF THE SKIN





TO ENHANCE AND MAINTAIN A RADIANCE OF YOUTH
*Culturiste Creations. sound the new note in
the world of beauty—the quicker, surer way,
based on supreme modern knowledge of the
skin. Cleansing and clearing the skin—
strengthening muscles and livening circulation
so the blood comes dancing to the cells—
smoothing and refining the texture—they build





Tfie Way of Ecben, James Branch Ca-
bell. Robert M. McBride & Co. $2.50.
This "Comedietta Involving a Gen-
tleman" will deUght all Cabellians, for
it completes the Biography of Dom
Manuel. With The Music from Behind
the Moon and The White Robe, it
forms a trilogy about Ettarre, the
daughters of Manuel.
This is the story of Alfgar, King of
Ecben, who is in the moment of his
triumph, and at the complete attain-
ment of earthly success and content-
ment heard the music from behind the
moon, the music that attends the pass-
ing of Ettarre. In a dream she, the
fairest of all earth, appears and impels
him to a life-long questing. For this
desire he abandons kingly position,
wealth and power; leaves behind him
and goes forth
s. and we saw in the Sunday
rotogravure sections the flapper pic-
in stages of undress which made
the statement perfectly credible. In the
; midst of all the cries of joy there
re certain faint moanings of distress.
it took only three yards of material
make a dress, what was to become of
; silk industry? If corsets were
his
s only laughed, and woman's
emancipation went on.
Now it becomes evident that the
And the new fashions bring back, to
triumph of the couturiers, bows,
>s, tight waists with their accom-
panying corsets, 'princess' slips, and—
s. for emancipation—skirts that
;ep the very sidewalks, freed for so
ny happy years from this sort of
Horvendile, the red-haired
boy who grins without mirth, the eter-
nal lover of Ettarre, who helped Alfgar
brought the questing to a most merci-
The story dances on the very edge of
a delicate irony, a philosophic subtlety
into comedy. In the essence of disil-
lusionment Cabell finds
content; in the
mortal a frail mortality. Nowhere has
he seen more penetratingly or pre-
sented more clearly the problem of the
idealist in every man—"whether to
smile on the shadow cast by his body
or frown at the bright aura woven by
his dream."
In a prose of poetic cadences Cabell
follows a perversion of Time's inevita-
ble victory. Alfgar's chivalry defies
the old man's plundering. Tricked,
with the ardor of his youthful fancies
lost. Alfgar amusingly holds to his faith
in that beyond and above him. "I
proletariat succeeds in forgetting, for
me, a harsh world, skirts that, if
actually to the ground, are much,
much longer than the knee-length
s of only yestermonth.
ere is in this genuine cause for
hu;.; i!v :
my i
beauty which I may not see, and
hat music which I may not hear
any more, and in that dream
:h has betrayed me." And in pass-
Cabell points a sly, ironic finger
le follies of conventional beliefs.
an epilogue the author takes the
er into his confidence. He light-
NATION DISTRACTED
FROM "HIGHER THINGS'
( for iT'The New York Timt
1929. carried a picture
that even a sober-minded journal like
Tfie Nation, which does not
concern itself with any but the H:
It was a picture
ably a lady—and
from her shoulders dangled what used
to be called a bertha; her an
therefore covered to the elbo
her legs—we mention perhaps
last time what will shortly beo
mentionable—were not visible
If she was a bifurcated radish nobody
but herself and her dressmaker
aware of it. About at her middle
were certain tucks and gathers i
costume that constricted her forn
sume without artificial aid—in other
Hastily reassuring
date—it was not in reality a cut from
Harper's Magazine for 1892—we rubbed
our eyes, took a long breath,
the paper down. 'Female fashions
must be changing,
i longer slaves. They could vote,
moke, and stay out nights. They
s; on the last point there could
possible shadow of doubt what-
whale? But lady
broom. We lack
the mo- ere the
-..
uld again be sla'ves to fash-
pity that the female form.
e of entanglements for "half
ars. is in a fair way to go
them. We ourselves should
a strike among the customers.
! tactics of the Doukhobors, the
Russian sect of non-residents
who will have none of the laws
Canada in which they now reside %
declare their protests by the simple e
charming expedient of removing their
lothes, though surely in the past few
years we have become accustomed
enough to large sections of the female
anatomy not to be too shocked by the
rest of it. Let the women protest; w<
should applaud and admire them for it
Let them refuse to be first bound by i
yard of rubber and then hung like e
or wool. They looked much nicer, oi
the whole, in last year's clothes thai
the newest fashion plates give an;
evidence of their looking in those of thi
present. Indeed at no other time 6\>
we recall that the most up-to-the
minute styles gave such an impression
of general dowdiness and disrepair.
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 1)
AMERICA'S FAULTS SHIELDED
BEHIND TRADITIONS OF YOUTH
Harpers.
said. America's oldest tradition is
youth? The question is one that
or another, and Mr. Adams endeavors
to find a satisfactory clue to the answer
America is not young either politi-
cally nor culturally, he decides—that is
she is not young, comparatively speak-
ing. Look at Italy or Germany. Polit-
ically we are a half a century or raon
older than they are. And yet thej
have not the reputation for youth tha'
America, has. The countries of whicr
the World War changed the govern-
ment, are they not far more youthful
and inexperienced, politically speaking
than the United States? One
agree with Mr. Adams that, when the
situation is stated in this clear ft
our reputation is certainly not justified
on the governmental side at least
Can it be our cultural development
then, that has called forth such u
sal comment on our puerility?
tainly, we must all admit having heard
our culture derided as embryonic,
the most, infantile. Mr. Adams does
not go into our artistic and intell
achievements as they stand today. But
he does point out the fact that the
men and women who first settled in
this new land were not people from
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 2)
DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
Dentists
DR. COPELAND MERRILL
Vellenley Sq. Phone 1901-190)
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Welleeley Sq
Tel. Wei. 0S66









Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
DENTIST











After the JVeek End Send Flowers
There's nothing quite so ||
ce to express your apprecia- ||
ion for the gracious courte- |i
and kindnesses on your j;
Flowers are potent messen-
gers of sentiment.
^THEFLORlOMST
Tel. Well. 0701 4 5* Central Street j)
fdx.
P4U$E 4flJ>
OF COURSE IT'S NO
FAIR PLAYING THE
PROCTOR AND SPYING







TO BE GOOD TO OET WHERE
Thurs.. Nov. 14: 8:15 A. M. Morning
Chapel. Aimee Worms, '30, will lead.
8:00 P.M. Alumnae. London String
Quartet. Second Series of Wellesley
Concert Series.
FrL, Nov. 15: 8:15 A.M. Morning
Chapel. Dean Tufts will lead.
8:00 P.M. T. Z. E, House. Meeting
Circulo Castellano. Exposition of Span-
ish belongings of the Department.
Spanish games.
Sat* Nov. 16: 8:15 A.M. Morning
Chapel. President Pendleton will lead.
Snn., Nov. 17: 11 A.M. Memorial
Chapel. Preacher, Dr. Theodore G.
Soares. Divinity School, University of
Mon., Nov. 18: 8:15 A.M. Current
Events. Billings. Miss Appleton will
give review. Prompt attendance is
urgently requested. Late comers se-
riously disturb brief address.
Tues., Nov. 19: 8:15 A.M. Morning
Chapel. President Pendleton will lead.
7:30 P.M. Shakespeare House. Rev.
C. Leslie Glenn will speak to an in-
formal gathering of the Episcopal Club.
that Europe could offer at
!, The cities that grew up
the Atlantic seaboard were
cities modelled after those in the old
e advantages in Music,
Art and Literature which they offered
as good, and often better than
found in any city in England out-
of London. Artists came from
London and the continent, and found
congenial society and a city and
country life that in many ways exactly
t to which they had
accustomed. Surely, no one would
he culture of the provincial cine-
Chapel. Miss Katy Boyd George will
lead.
7:00 P.M. Eliot House. Christian
Association Meeting. Miss Clark of
Dana Hall will speak on the Labrador
Mission.
8:00 P.M. Alumnae. Lecture. Dance-
Recital by Catherine Beatrice Rapp
(Noyes Group>. Miss Rapp's dances
are based upon Noyes-Rhythm, the
newly discovered science of movement
Note: Exhibition Hall. Library. Ex-
hibit of English decorative bindings.
Art Museum. Exhibit of textiles.
culture. Why. tin n. slia.ld that
erica deserve the opprobrious epi-
when the two cultures were prac-
tically of the same degree?
The reason is one which every self-
respecting American should be ashamed
n. It is we ourselves who cling to
>:thet. ycuiu. We hide behind it.
our faults and misdemeanors we
attribute to this outgrown youth of
The greed for wealth that has
possessed the nation ever since the
opening of the West began, is our
greatest besetting sin. And we excuse
elves for it under the pretense of
being old enough to know any bet-
Like a child that clings to bad
habits long after its age has ceased to
for wealth long after
maVTial standard, based on the dc
: sign—it prevents our artistic and i:
tellectual growth as well as making
A WORD OF THANKS
The Swim ning Pool Committee, in
behalf of
mk all those who helped
to make the carnival a success.
ir co-operation $1395 was
e Pool. Don't forget that
this sum is to be doubled.
ALUMNAE NOTES
'20 To Ruth Farnham Traphagen, a
daughter, Jane, February 23.
'20 To Margaret Hamm Kelley. a
daughter and first child, Cynthia
Hampton, September 7.
'20 To Dorothy Partridge Mattson. a
daughter, September.
'21 To Virginia TraveU Weeks, a son
and second child, Willard Travell, Oc-
'22 To Ethel Halsey Blum, a son,
July 21,
'23 To Ruth White Bagg, a son, Wil-
'25 To Elizabeth Thompson Winslow
a daughter, Elizabeth, September 25.
'25 To Edith Goodwin Bankam, a
son, James Walter, Jr., October 20.
'29 Marv G. Fosnot, November 6, ir
(Continued from Page r-
"But long association v
not encouraging. Women are
to fashion. True. What of men? Do
they still wear wool suits i
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEW!
VISIT TO HOME OF GHANDI IS
DESCRIBED IN TALK ON INDIA
siting Mr. Ghandi's
there at a Christian
ing held Sunday afternoon. November
10 at Phi Sigma. As Education Secre-
tary of the National Christian Coun-
cil in India, Burma and Ceylon, Miss
Van Doren knows that part of the
world thoroughly.
Her stay at the Asram. Mi-. Ghandi's
During this time she lived at Mr.
Ghandi's house, which, she said, was
furnished in utter simplicity. From
her impressions, Mr. Ghandi appears
an inconspicuous man, of slight build
and medium height. One of the char-
acteristics which she especially noticed
was his great love for children.
The principles which he and his
for all all money 1
experimental. In
lasses of India he has introduced
ystem of cottage industry.
In religion Mr. Ghandi has placed
;is greatest emphasis
cism, but one which
mental and physical
greatly revers the nam
whose Sermon on thi
lows closely in word s




















Hats and Dresses Made to Order, Hemstitching
Morton Building, Grove St., Wellesley Square
Wellesley Guest House
9 Abbott St., Wellesley
Choice of the Particular
Exclusively for the Guests of Students
Wellesley 0968 Mary B. Hughes, Hostess
CREW COMPETITION
Crew Competition was held on
Thursday afternoon, November 7, and
consisted of three races. Judges marked
L00, 40
first
place, 20 for second place, and 10 for
rd. The results of the races, with




33 Boat B 81
Upperclass beginners Boat A . . . 60












GIFTS that your friends
and family will like are
in our Christinas exhibition.
And there are things for
yourself, too — dresses and
underwear and little acces-
M»ries that you n.'ed during
her that Macy's believes in
making Chri>lmas as econo-
mical as nos>iblc; our juices
are kind to your allowance.
Wellesley Display Shop
November 18, 19, 20
MACY'S
Student Shopping Service
IT'S NOT TOO EARLY TO SELECT YOUR
Christmas (Sifts
TRY THE
SHOP OF BARBARA GORDON
Gifts of Charm and Distinction
ARCADE 1814-W or R WELLESLEY
THE ORIOLE
Excellent Food Good Service Cheerful Surroundings
Washington Street
\ Hotel Martha Washington
A (Exclusively for Women)
I 29 East 29th Street 30 East 30th Street
J
NEW YORK CITY
A The Ideal Residence for Those Coming to Town {
J
or to Enjoy the Many Cultural Advantages (
A DAILY RATES -
J
Rooms with Running Water . .
hideous cut c
ingenious tailor?
are wiser, more power lo t,
refuse to conform to the <
in dress they will deserve
meek and docile world."
THE WELLESLEY BRANCH
Frank V. Noyes & Co.
Colonial Garage Bldg.
Begs Leave to Announce
INSURANCE SERVICE
Is At Your Command




are cordially invited to avail themselves of the
facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your
Checking and Savings Accounts and assure you
that any business entrusted to us will receive our
best attention.
Safe Deposit Boxes for rent $5.00 per An-
i and up.
The Wellesley National Bank
Capital $150,000 Surplus $250,000
